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MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD.
5 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, SOI ONZ - TELE 208S5

The Metal Mode/ Soldier Manufacturer* run by Wargamers frWar1™"p?r$ilowest priced metal figures ANYWHERE covering the periods between ANCIENT EGYPT
to the BRITISH COLONIAL 1880s Inclusive.

We are sorry to announce that due to the ever increasing costs of materials
and wares, we must reluctantly increase the prices of our figures. The alloy
used in our figures has increased by fifty per cent in the last eight months
and wages likewise.

We have maintained our prices since 1967 but regret we can nolonger absorb
the continuing increases forced on us by Suppliers and various Government
Departments.

New prices therefore with the effect from 1st September 1970 will be as
follows :- . ....

Infantry Cavalry Artillery.

HO/00 ls.Od. 2s.6d. 2s.6d.
nSi> Is.3d. 3s.^d. *+s.6d.

ASecond Edition Catalogue has been printed showing all new prices and
releases available as at 1st September 1970 together with a number of figuresplanned for tne near future. Price as before ONLY yi* (Overseas V6dJ.

To continue with the bad news, our Painters found they could earn £20.0.Od
per week working in a factory so as we could not match this sum, they left. We
are not therefore in a position to accept any orders for painted figures.

Having found a few extra minutes this month, we hope by next month to
offer figures in the "S" Range to cover the following periods:-

Late Roman Empire - Drawings supplied by Phil Barker so they should
be accurate.

Karlburian - By popular request. .,,_,, •e
Napoleonic - By threatening of actual physical violence if

we did not.

Colonial - Cos Dick felt like making them.

THE SHOP

From time to time, local modellers bring in various articles for sale.
This month we have three field pieces that actually fire and have been
tested for accuracy up to 100 yards and two Military Oil Painting (not Picasso).

CANNON ROYALE - 751bs Ball - -Jin to 1 ft. £25-0.Od j
QUEEN ANNE FORTRESS GUN - fin to 1 ft. £22.0.0d ) Price collected.
FIELD GUN by TALBOT - £in to 1 ft. £25.0.0d )

British Crimea Hussar in oils, background of Lancers and Hussars - £17-17.0d
Napoleon in oils, background of the Old Guard - M7.17.0a

These are originals and one off only - the guns and the paintings.
Neville Dickinson - Commercial Director
Richard Higgs - Design Director.



WARGAM ER'S

NEWSLETTER
No. 10**. November 1970.

EDITORIAL

Although I have had no official notification
from the organisers of the recent Wargames Club
Championship in Dundee, I am given to understand
that Birmingham carried off the Team Trophy with
Worthing as runners-up and that David Millward won
the Trophy for the best individual performance.

I have heard three or four private reports on
this Convention which seems to have been attended
by only about sixty people, probably due to the
very great travelling distances required to reach
Dundee by the majority of competitors and onlookers.
There seems to have been some organisational difficulties and I understand that a
timely hand given by the Worthing Club on their arrival made it possible for terrain
features to be used during the battles. Speaking as one with considerable experience
in organising these affairs, it is worth gently pointing out that they are a hell of
a lot of trouble and require a very great team effort (such as was put out by //orthing
last year).

Other reports indicate that the organisers, in their wholehearted efforts to
provide rules that gave a realistic game, went well overboard in setting massive
standards of complexity so that competitors arrived and were handed pages of amend
ments that required to be hastily studied. Another prominent competitor in the
modern section found that the "secret" factors were known to competitors and had in
fact been practised extensively in a number of preparatory games.

The Press made sure that everyone knew of the injunction served by Ian Dunn
(one of Dundee's winning team at Worthing) in his efforts to prevent the Convention
being held. The reasons for his action are best not discussed here nor do I wish to
become involved in the affair. Suffice to say, I have been sent photocopies of all
the relevant documents and there seems to be a cast-iron case for a more stringent
control of points scoring in preliminary rounds if the final results of the Champion
ship are to be decided on points scores.

On the other hand Derrick Atwell of Sheffield writes: "I went to the Dundee
Convention and I would say that a good deal of fun was had by all and there were
some good games even though the organisation was a bit confused. As you say, the
hobby may have changed, but it is a healthy infant (increasingly hairy barbarian in
appearance) but it must be thriving to draw all those fellows up as far as Dundee".

DON FEATHERS'fONE.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD

Subscription rates:-
£l.l6s. Od. in the United Kingdom; £2. Overseas ($5.0 In U.S.A. and Canada).-

ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

Full Page ... £5. -s. -d. (#12). Quarter Page
Half Page ... £2.10s. -d. (# 6). Eighth Page

Classified adverts 2d. (2c) per word.

£1. 5b. -d. (#3)
12s. 6d. (#1.50)



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT ?

THE ITALIAN CAMPAIGN 1859

The campaign of 1859 was another step forward in
the liberation of Italy. The French and Piedmontese
defeated the Austrians at Magenta (k June) and Solfer-
ino {2k June), but casualties were heavy, cholera had
made its appearance and French administrative arrange
ments were very defective. Moreover, the Austrians still held their famous strong
hold, the Quadrilateral of fortresses. To the fury of the Italians Napoleon III last
no time in concluding peace with the young Emperor, Franz Joseph. He obtained
Lombardy for Piedmont, but left the Austrians in control of Venetia. For his part he
obtained Nice and Savoy. The horrors of Magenta led to the foundation in 1864 of the
International Red Cross.

00O00

SPACE REQUIRED FOR FORMATION OF ARTILLERY (Late 19th Century)

Each Gun or /iagon with six horses is 15 yards long. Between guns allow 19 yards
when they are in line.

Each battery of six guns takes 5 x 19 = 95 yards of front.

For manoeuvring, a battery of 6 guns is subdivided into:-

2 half-batteries of 3 guns,
or 3 divisions of 2 guns
or o subdivisions of 1 gun and 1 wagon.

In Column of Division, or Column of Half-J3atteries, each follows the other at
wheeling distance.

In Column of Subdivisions they follow each other at 19 yards from leader's head
to leader's head, or k yards from muzzle to nose.

In Column of Route, between each gun and wagon there will be an interval of k
yard6.

Thus a Battery of 6 guns and 6 wagons in Column of Route would be in length:-

12 x 15 = 180 yards for length of guns and wagons.
11 x k = kk yards for distances between them.

Total, 224 yards.

Between Batteries, or between a Battery and any other arm, 28-jj- yards is allowed.

---00O00—

HIN'T OF THE MONTH

My friend Chris and I have found a way to really enhance our wargames in an un-
urual way. We smoke strong cigars to simulate the smoke of the battlefield. (Eyes
soon water). We also play a record (LED ZEPPELIN Z). The crashing guitars and the
throbbing drums give a very good battle feel. The screamed vocals of Robert Plant
(le-d singer) sound very like wounded and dying men.

Dylan Bickerstaffe.

—-00O00---

"Stand to it, noble pikemen, and look you round about J
And shoot you right, you bowmen, and we will keep them outJ
You musquet and caliver men, do you prove true to me;
I'll be the foremost man in fighti" says brave Lord Willoughby.

ANON.

OFFICERS

CENERAUX
1804-1815



BATTLE REPORT OF THE MONTH

BATTLE OF KANDAHAR

by

Ted Herbert

Introduction S,K krkderick Roberts IN iSSo.

The main object of the wargame described below
was to see if the Ancient Wargames Rules (including recent amendments) of the War-
games Research Group could be used successfully for a late nineteenth century Colon
ial action. These rules were the ones adopted by the Worthing Group for the Ancient
game in the 1969 Wargamers' Championship. As little modification as possible was
made to the rules; the only major amendment was the essential one of drawing up a
list 01 suitaole weapon factors for various Afghan, Indian and British troop types.
Afghans were classed mostly as Class D barbarians, Indians as Class C regulars, and
British forces as Class B regulars. Effective rifle range was set at 24" and artil
lery range at 48" (the playing board was 8' by 6'). Figure representation was that
defined in the rules i.e. one figure represents 20 men. Players were from the mid-
Hertfordshire Group - II.J.C.Gerry and E.B.Popkess (British); K.Davies, S.Lovell and
E.Skillman (Afghans), with myself ae umpire.

Historical Background

British forces have invaded Afghanistan from the North-West Frontier of India,
following the killing of the British envoy, Sir Louis Cavagnari, and a small escort
from the Corps of Guides at Kabul in September 1879- Several battles near Kabul have
subdued the dissident north-eastern tribes but the British have suffered a major de
feat in the south at Kaiwand. Encouraged by the outcome of this battle, the southern
tribesmen have risen in strength and are investing Kandahar; they have been joined by
regular troops of the British-supported .Governor of Kandahar province, Shere Ali
Khan. These deserters have brought with them a battery of smooth-bore guns which
were a present to Shere Ali Khan from the British Government. However, Sir Frederick
Roberts has reached Kandahar with a relief column of reliable troops, after a'forced
march of twenty days, and has interposed his force between the town and the Afghans'
main camp at the village of Mazra (see sketch map). Roberts plans to clear the
passes on the Baba Wali Ridge and inflict a severe defeat on the besieging Afghans in
order to counteract the effect of the battle of Maiwand.

Initial Orders

The Afghan leader, Ayub Khan, is in command of an army composed of three forces
(total 4,140 men) following red, black and white banners. The Khan himself carries
the holy green flag of jehad. Initially, the red banner force of 200 elite cavalry
and 860 infantry is ordered to hold Pir Paimal against any attack but to act offen
sively if no strong opposition develops. The black banner force of 200 cavalry and
840 infantry is ordered to line the main Baba //ali Ridge and stop any British advance
over the Baba Wali Pass. The white banner force of 260 cavalry, 840 infantry and 640
mounted Ghazis (fanatical irregulars) is ordered to hold the Murcha Pass but to skir
mish aggressively if they do not come under pressure. Ayub Khan and his staff (60
men) and artillery (240 men) take up their position on Kharoti Hill, after an abor
tive stand in the central pass has been curtailed by the accurate fire of the British
artillery.

The British Field Force (4,180 men) consists of two formations under the command
of Sir Frederick Roberts, V.C. The first formation of Gurkhas, Sikhs, Royal Marine
Light Infantry, and a section of Gatling Guns, supported by two squadrons of Dragoon
Guards (1,340 bayonets and 160 sabres) is given orders to advance on Pir Baimal and
capture the village so that it can be used as a defensive anchor for movement east
wards along the main ridge. The second force of 1,280 Line Infantry, Rifles and
Highlanders, supported by 280 British Lancers, is ordered to garrison the village* of
Ahmed Khan and Gundi Kulla; part of this force is kept in reserve behind Piquet Hill
in case of any Afghan breakthrough. Roberts, with his staff (60 men), Royal Engineers
(180 men), and artillery (300 men) takes up station on Piquet Hill, which commands a



good view of the terrain below the Baba Wali Heights. Reinforcements of 320 Higk-
landers and 260 Bengal Cavalry are en route from Kandahar, leaving the garrison dan
gerously weak; Roberts intends to risk everything to gain a decisive victory.

The Battle

As the Afghans have had time to choose their ground, they occupy the most impor
tant heights and a steady dropping fire begins to whittle away the British second
force. In particular, the white banner force finds no opposition at the Murcha Pass
and rapidly advances to good positions amongst rocky ground overlooking the British
camp; the Ghazis dismount and open a damaging fire on the Rifles and Highlanders sf
the second force, gaining extra accuracy through resting their rifles. The British
assault force can make no headway at all at Pir Paimal, and, in fact, with shouts of
"Deenl Deeni" and "Allah-il-Allah!", the Afghans begin to drive in the British for
ward positions. At this crucial stage, Roberts acts decisively and orders a general
advance of the second force while the first force fights a holdiag action at Pir
Paimal, the attempt to turn the Afghan right flank having obviously failed. This
marks the turning point of the game; three companies of infantry gain the Baba Wali
Ridge and begin to drive off enemy snipers, whilst below, Gurkhas and the infantry of
the second force advance in good order, pausing occasionally to fire steady volleys
at the Ghazi skirmishers. This volley fire, coupled with a fierce barrage from the
British artillery on Piquet Hill, causes heavy losses amongst the Ghazis and before
the British line can come to close terms, one Afghan unit becomes completely de
moralised and flees. The sight of this rout causes a general collapse of the white
banner force and the British lancers sweep in to clear this part of the field of all
opposition. On the main ridge, having driven off the enemy snipers, the three com
panies of infantry realise to their horror that they are exposed to the short-range
fire of three Afghan batteries and several companies of regular infantry. They break
with over 75* casualties but nevertheless they have done their job and provided a
secure flank for the main British advance. The red banner force at Pir Paimal makes
a wild charge at the British holding force but is repulsed aad retires to the safety
of the village. The battle ends with most of the Afghan cavalry and camelry either
routing or refusing to charge and the demoralised infantry suddenly realising they
really ought to return to their own villages. Casualties amount to about 25% on both
sides but the Afghan forces are no longer in a fit state to continue the fight and
the British need little effort to gain the passes on the Baba Wali Ridge. As in the
real confrontation, Sir Frederick Roberts has won the decisive victory that he desired.

Results

The Ancient rfargames Rules seemed to work quite effectively for the game - per
haps surprisingly so considering the transition in period from 1000:.-B.C.-500 A.D. to
1880 A.D. However, there are certain factors, such as move distances, morale and dis
tinction between regulars and barbarians, that remain unchanged no matter what period
is considered. As the authors (Phil Barker, Bob O'Brien and Ed Smith) point out,
there is no reason why a basic set of rules should not be worked out, to the same
figure scale, frontage, etc., to cover most military activities from earliest times up
to the late nineteenth century. It is interesting to note that the second edition of
the Ancient Wargames Rules is to be used by Dundee in the Ancient section of this
year's Convention and Championship and that a set of adaptions of the Rules for 14/
15th century warfare is to be used for the Mediaeval section. Perhaps in the not too
distant future, there may even be a Colonial section, using the basic rules with

appropriate adaptions.

In the particular game considered here, the rules reproduced very well the
aggressiveness of the Afghans so long as the prospects were good and the gradual de
terioration when submitted to steady pressure. Rules should allow for the volatile
nature of the Afghans, i.e. Class D barbarians, and the element of treachery in their
character. Casualties were high - news of a casualty rate of 25% killed and wounded
for a British victory would have been counted a disaster back home - but this could be
adjusted by appropriate modification of the weapon factors. It is planned to experi
ment further with the rules, using actions from the Zulu War of 1879, the Egyptian War
of 1882, and the Mahdist War of 1884-85.

Notes on Troop Types

There are now several ranges of Colonial figures available; the particular figures
used in this game were from Garrison (British infantry, British and Indian lancers,
and Afghan tribesmen), Scruby (Gurkhas, Sikhs and Afghans), and Miniature Figurines
(Highlaaders and Afghans). Uniform detail for British forces engaged in the Secohd
Afghan War of 1878-0O is fairly accessible (both red and khaki tunics were in usp) but



painting details for the Afghan types are hard to come by. Very generally, the typi
cal Afghan warrior of this period seems to have worn a turban or bushy turcoman hat,
flowing cotton robes (dirty white or brown) with a cummerbund (possibly with pink, re
red, yellow or green stripes), loose white trousers (pyjamas - hence our word), a
sheepskin coat with the hair worn inside (poshteen), and thick boots laced with thongs
or sandals with the tip curving upwards (chaplis). He carried a curved knif* or
sword (tulwar), a cherished rifle or musket, and possibly a small round shield.
Standards were small triangular flags carried on a long pole.' In physical appearance,
•ost tribesmen were tall and bearded; hair was usually dark but occasionally fair.
However, because of the racial admixture in the area - a blend of Aryan, Mauryan,
Greek, Mongol, Hun and Persian strains - many different physical types are possible
(i.e. anywhere between 20-25mm in height). The Afghans of course have close affini
ties to their Pathan brothers on the North-West Frontier of India, particularly to
theAfrid^^Mohman^ancMJazir^tr^e^^wh^s^doma^^extend

"Congratulations on your appearance and quotes in last weeks Illustrated London
News. Wonderful that the hobby you have done so much to promote should get such a
spread.

Of course you are absolutely right about the "fun" aspect. Trouble is that now
adays all hobbies get too sophisticated, and one is expected to be a true expert in
electronics, artistry or what have you (c.f. model railways and boats, not to mention
photographyl)

I like your correspondent who said that "any twit can sit down and get out a
(complicated) set of rules". Which is what our Legislators spend their time doing.
The real Staff Officer gets it "all on one sheet of paper"l So let us all keep our
feet on the ground - the last page of the Illustrated London News article shows up
once again the damages of taking wargames too seriously. As if those of us who have
read our Wells and Young didn't know it alreadyI"

James Slater (Ex-Major 60th Rifles and 2*>d Gurkhas).



COUNSELS OF WAR.

A VISIT TO THE FIELD OF WATERLOO

by

Don Featherstone

Last week-end, in company with eight other mem
bers of the Wessex Military Society, I made a pilgrim
age to the battlefield of Waterloo - it was a three
day jaunt which will stay forever in my memoryl I am recording it here because I am
certain that those readers if this magazine who have not been there would find as much
pleasure in a visit as we did and the whole business #f getting there is so relative
ly simple that it seems unfair to keep it to myself.

You go over on a Townsend ferry from Dover, either to Zeebrugge or to Ostend.
We chose the former because we heard there was a very good military museum there but
in the event we did not have the time to visit it although we passed by its doors
twice. We went on a Friday morning and came back from Zeebrugge at mid-day on the
following Sunday - if a car and party go for less than four days then the car travels
free. This meant we had four men in one car and five in the other and we ealy paid
their fares which totalled £5- 4s. -d. return per person. We split the cost of petrol
oil etc., and in our car holding five it came to £3. -s. -d. per head. No one can
moan about getting from Southampton to Waterloo and back for £8. 4s. -d., can they?

We stayed at the Hotel-Restaurant Wellington, 379 Rue du Lion, Braine-1'Alleud,

where a double room cost 225 francs or a single room 175 francs; Continental break
fast cost 35 francs and we had a sumptuous five course dinner each night for 175
francs (120 francs = £1. -s. -d. sterling). This hotel is comfortable and you are
made very welcome - it is right on the crossroads about 50 yards away from the farm
of La Haye Sainte and a few yards from the spot where stood the tree under which
Wellington commanded the battle for most of the day.

There is nothing much about Waterloo that will not be known to readers. Suffice
to say, we found a terrific atmosphere at Kugomont where the walls are now short of a
few pieces of rubble which proudly decorate our wargames rooms back in Southampton.
It is possible to get a very fair idea of the battle from the undulations of the
ground and to note just how the solid buildings were relatively unaffected (except
for their roofs catching fire) by the solid shot of the artillery of the period.

We stood on the spot near Belle Alliance from which Napoleon conducted the battle
and thought that his view the proceedings was not particularly good. The general
opinion amongst our party was that any average wargamer would have handled the French
army better than the great man did himself!

We chased around Brussels but found very little to offer in the way of wargaming
items. It is only fair to admit that the trip was very rushed and that we saw most
of the battlefield mainly by getting up at 6 o'clock each morning (the proprietor
obligingly opened the Hotel to let us out on the first morning and on the second morn
ing he and his wife were down waiting with breakfast - we had had the meal and settled
our bills by 7 a.m.!). More time should be allowed to follow the road up to Quatre
Bras and to work out the Prussian activities around Ligny, to say nothing of seeing
the French exhibits at Caillou and the Wellington Museum in the town of Waterloo it
self. That sounds as if we did not see much but I can assure you that we saw plenty,
ate plenty, drank plenty and had a most memorable week-end at a comparatively low
cost.

---ooOoo—-

"The military figures used to beautify the article 'FRENCH INVASION 01-' ENGLAND IN
1810' by Harold Gerry - the figure top left is a Russian Grenadier circa 1812-15.
Positive identification is made by distinctive shako and collar. Also leggings, pack
and cartridge pouch are definitely Russian. Also note facings on sleeve are of Russ
ian configuration. Sorry it had to be the U.S.Navy that pointed this out!"

Lt. Ted G. Franklin, U.S.N., USS Platte A0-2Y, FPO San
Francisco 96601, U.S.A.



FRENCH INVASION OF ENGLAND IN 181Q - Part 6

by

Harold Gerry

(A campaign game played by the Mid-Herts Group;
for strategic rules see June "Newsletter"; basic
numerical representation - one figure = 50 men, one
gun = a battery of 6).

Campaign in Kent, May 15th onwards.

It will be remembered that the large French
landing at Harwich had been largely a failure, the

units being driven back to their transports after two hard-fought battles. But some
advantage came from the situation after all. During the previous few days the French
intelligence service had been concentrating on plotting the whereabouts of all the
various British armies. Many had been met in action, the existence of others was
known as a result of French probes with cavalry towards the main towns and road cen
tres. Adding all the known armies, the French came to the staggering conclusion that
Sussex and Kent must be undefended! Berthier (Neil Cogswell, modestly declining to
represent the Emperor) running the campaign from Paris (Welwyn Garden City!) without
seeing any of the battles and with the help of only scraps of information, had been
assuming all along that the British would put their main strength across the short
routes to London, and that Kent and Sussex would be full of troops. Now, realising
that he had only to transfer the beaten army to Whitstable in order to establish a
base near to London but at least five days' march from the main British armies (still
up at Harwich), he ordered the transports to the Kent port, where they landed on May
15th, and began next day to move towards Maidstone. It would take the victors of
Harwich five days to march back to London and then out to attack the Whitstable area.
In that time two small fleets of supply ships would land another 3,000 men at least,
the port could be partly fortified, and the Kent Republicans called to arms. Better
still, the French had a chance to take Maidstone with its forts and Medway bridge. So
a cavalry screen was sent to contain the Chatham garrison, and the bulk of the French
•arched on Maidstone.

Unfortunately, they were just too late to snatch this prize. The British, with
the sound strategic foresight which they showed in all the initial stages of the cam
paign, had moved over to Maidstone during the Harwich campaign a small reserve army
which had been held at Reading initially. The idea was to cover London against any
thrust from the South.

The French fell back to a position East of Chatham, and, when they learned soon
afterwards that the "London" (or main British) army was passing through the capital on
its way to Keirt, withdrew slowly to a strong position at Dunkirk Hill, covering both
Whitstable and Canterbury. A large force of dragoons, the first reinforcements from
France, which had set off from Whitstable on the 16th on a sweeping raid through Ash-
ford in the direction of Sussex, was recalled with difficulty, although in the long
run their slow return was a key factor in the French victory on the 21st.

By the 20th the British has passed through Rochester and halted at dusk at Faver-
sham. This London army, nearly 15,000 strong, planned to advance slowly next day a-
gainst the main French position whilst the smaller army from Maidstone, which had no*
reached Challock Lees crossroads north of Ashford, moved quickly from the south-west
to turn the flank of the Dunkirk Hill lines. But during the 20th the French had been
further reinforced, this time with some infantry, and so felt able to leave a holding
force at Dunkirk Hill and march south to Chilham on the Canterbury road with all the
remaining Young Guard units and strong artillery and heavy cavalry to try a desperate
attack on the weaker British force before the army at Faversham could come down to
assist. The dragoons at Ashford (which town had not been reconnoitred by the over
confident British) were ordered to 6trike at the same target from the south.

Battle of Challock Lees, May 21st.

(Note: the game which represented this action was begun with the two players be
ing told that both sides had "reinforcements on the way" but without any idea as to
what was coming and exactly where, although of course the general direction could be
guessed roughly. The tactical rules used on this occasion were substantially those
given by Neil Cogswell in the "Newsletter" in October, 1968).



The French marched from Chilham village 2 hours before sunrise, and by 8 a.m.
were deployed north and south of the crossroads. Not knowing the British disposi
tions, naturally, they planned a strong attack by the Guard and heavy cavalry on the
ridge north of the crossroads, hoping thus to drive the British back southwards away
from the main Faversham army. They were disconcerted to find on sighting the ridge
at last that the British were deployed in strength on it, holding the area to the
south with only weaker or poorer-quality troops. There was a risk that the flanking
force of dragoons would not be able to work round behind the main British position
in time.

But the French went ahead with their plan. At first the British held their own,
beating off the first attack of infantry and sending their small cavalry force circl
ing round the French right, cleverly tying down the French cavalry. But the second
wave of French infantry carried the ridge, with the help of some heavy cannon fire
raking the right flank of the British. By this time the French dragoons had arrived
on the battlefield, and the British militia infantry had begun to retire from the
Challock Lees houses. By ill luck, at this moment some regular light infantry ia
this area broke under fire from superior French voltigeurs charging down on them from
the main battery, and in their rout carried some of the militia with them. Then the
British horse artillery, retiring from the ridge, was overrun by the dragoons, who
were only stopped by desperate resistance from some 3ritish Line infantry -J mile west
of the ridge. A division of British infantry now appeared from the north, four regi
ments, which were ordered to retake the ridge and help drive the French back along
the Canterbury road.

But everything went the way of the French. In melee after melee on and to the
west of the ridge the British morale was wretchedly low, and regiment after regiment
broke under infantry attack from the ridge itself or under dragoon charges from the
west. The French left wing now moved up to north of the crossroads, the cannon bom
barding the division from Faversham, the infantry moving east of the Faversham road to
support an attack by the French right wing cavalry which finally halted the British
counter-attack (which in fact had gallantly reached the north end of the ridge).

Both British generals with the original force had by now been killed, and less
than half the infantry reached the safety of the thick woods to the west. The French
took both batteries and 2 standards. Dragoons pursued fugitives along the Maidstone
road, taking over 1,000 prisoners, and the Faversham units retired northwards. The
French remained in possession of the battlefield, only withdrawing towards Chilhaa
later ia the afternoon when the British from Faversham started probing towards the
Chilham area - although there was no general movement of this main British army to
wards Whitstable throughout the 21st, as the outcome of the Challock Lees action was
awaited, the British still being keen to turn the Dunkirk Hill position from the south!



AIRFIX CONVERSIONS - NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERY

BOMBARDIERS with Rammer, Linstock and trail spike.

RAMMER: Carrying Gunner. Source - W.W.I American Infantry clubbing with butt.

(withThoTL^VSl"* rifl!'„TtrldSe belt and jaCket Skirt f™>'- Smooth away(with a hot knife) all unwanted details, buttons, pockets, etc., leave bayonet this
rammer! ***** "***• ?USh *Pl" thr°U*h b°th hands' «*• ».ms as J2?£

gai^r" painted. Gaiters can be painted to represent under knee
GUNNER: Carrying trail

spike. Source - W.W.I Ameri
can Infantry bending with i^\
rifle at trail.

Trim hat brim, coat
skirts, details and rifle as
former figure. Add hat etc.,
as before. Trail spike from
thickish wire.

GUNNER WITH LINSTOCK.

Source - W.W.I British Inf.
Grenade thrower.

Trim and smooth away all
unwanted details, hat brim, coat shirts, buttons, pockets, etc. Leave pack on.

Puttees serve as gaiters when
painted.

Right arm held to body and heat
welded into position - left arm
straightened by same method.

Hat, blanket roll, cartouche,
etc., added as for other figures,
sabre from pin. Linstock from piece
of thin wire.

HA.tDLAuER Artillery Pioneers
every gun had some as part of crew.
Source - W.W.I British Inf. Medic.

SOKTJiiUED ON PAGE 11

eefQfce flFTCK,
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RULES - ALTERNATIVE TO A STANDARD SET

by

1LT Richard A. Shagrin

Last month I discussed the futility of a standard set of rules for wargaming.
This month I will try to discuss some alternatives to fixing your rules on tablets of
gold and worshipping at their altar which certain groups, certainly not yours or mine,
appear to do. The best or optimum rules are the ones agreed to by the players in
volved. Given complete freedom the rational wargamer will maximise his utility (en
joyment) by chosing the best rules for himself or, since negotiation is necessary,
for all concerned. If inequities exist, as sometimes occur in all market places due
to unequal bargaining power or information, we must trust that the total utility is
still greater than an imposed set of rules. If an imposed set were to be optimum it
would be chosen by the participants. If there is anything they would both make the
same change to it is certainly suboptinum. To minimise regret and obtain a local
optimum, any imposed set of rules must allow change, revision, deletion, and amend
ment by mutual consent.

Procedures should exist to make equal or near equal bargaining power and know
ledge of alternatives available. I submit that a significant factor in war is t«
force the enemy to fight on ground of your choice and to refuse battle until this is
feasible. The terrain, or table-top features, are not the only "ground" that is nego
tiable in wargaming. "Generalship" can be an interesting factor in determining the
rules to be used. You may not have recognised it, but it is in fact a factor in de
ciding who wins the battles you fight right now. Think - aren't the best (most
successful) players developing the rules? They add, modify, and delete rules that
they alone fully comprehend or use. Fair rules must expose this effect and attempt
to equalise bargaining power.

As a first approximation, why not let the opponents decide on rules they wish to
use before every battle. In a tournament this may take some time but it will be well
spent and save time during the actual play of the game and allow a truer evaluation
of skill when both players are on partially familiar ground or at least ground of
their own choice. If disagreements arise while settling on rules, horse-trading may
solve the problem. "Well, if you accept my modified morale rule, I'H. take your rules
on bonus-moves and saving throws." If this fails, any system of penalties the organi
sers or club leaders choose will come into play. Disqualification, fines, public dis
approval, strength reduction competitions (often used to chose sides in an unbalanced
wargame, competitors bid to see who will give up the most in order to get the side he
wants. If A will only give up one squadron while B bids two in order to win his
point, B wins and gives up the force he pledged), or just the dysfunctional effects
of prolonged disputation will settle the argument. With proper mediation no wargamer
will give up an opportunity to play because of a petty rule dispute.

As a second approximation of acceptable alternatives to standard rules, a frame
work or outline can be constructed which almost all players will agree is acceptable.
It is hard to visualise a wargame without a set of movement rules, firing rules,
melee rules, morale rules (if no morale rules are stated it is merely the equivalent
of a rule saying all troops are heroes who fight to the death - superguards), and
conditions of victory. Many alternatives for each step in the outline and a speci
fied order for applying each rule could be prepared by a club or tournament committee.
Wide experi nee, a large library of wargame rules, knowledge of historical capabili
ties of troops, estimates of the ability of the participants to grasp unfamiliar
rules and probably the participation either by mail or in person of some or all of
the competitors in setting up the alternatives to plug into the outline would be
necessary. This effort, however complicated, would seem to me to be one of the most
pleasurable aspects of setting up a game or tournament. Scheduled opponents would
chose before playing which nodules they want to fit into each point in the outline.

As a third approximation of optimum rules, I suggest that two players merely
start playing, by a.ny set of rules either is familiar with, and quite possibly with
different sets or no rules at all other than a moderate familiarity with the capabili
ties of the troops. At any point at which a dispute arose which could not be resolv
ed by the players after a reasonable length of time, a judge or random factor (die
roll, turn of a card, or fist fight) will decide the result which probably should re
main binding for the rest of the game. However it would certainly be an interesting
experience to play a game where the rules change during the game at the will of one
or both players, or as chance dictates. With reasonable players (I'm sure I'm reason-

C0NTINU3D ON PAG". 16



WHAT MAKES

A WARGAMEB

TICK?
by

D. W. Daniels

still di«t,«t.?t re-enactments, Corunna was won by the French, but the British
unit o« 2taoie W^L*S ^ °f ?? battle W&S t0 6t°P the F"^ getting aL \ : "? ,the Corunna road before the eleventh move. This the British
?«n?w ?• °verwhelmi»e losses. Talavera was won by the British! due to the

pressed vanguard. The Allies SLJ2uJ^?2. *2S.! ^ tr°°PS *° ^ ^^

a5*?s:-sssaaas2Kss«'
powers fi^sSJ &2t Britaif^rance'̂ rr- fT^ *" °ne °f the great Eur0*ean

armies yourself The winner is the cLnf5 ^ °* ^P*1*-*650*8 *OU can raise extra
navies, or the person 32 thi «25 a Y"^ an OVera11 BaJority of armies and
complic. ted the nrst three or fZt t *"* ?**?* a"er k h°Urs P1"*- The same isif less than five^ople"la 'i ! ThjT^lJ not'f »d *~d« to be a »** "-".88but is for the Talleyrand* anV^tternicE «f ?h straight-forward Army generalsskill, there are no dice used. MetterniChs 0f the wargaming world. This is a game of

00O00---
MAKE YOUR OWN ARMY - Continued from Page 9.

Trim away unwanted details - hat,
coat skirts, haversack on chest. Leave
back pack. Make roll, hat, etc., from
plasticene as before. Bend right arm on
to chest and weld. Make cannon ball from
plasticene.

Sources of information

Rene North's cards
Reynolds Manuscripts (Victoria

and Albert Museum, London)
Funcken.

11
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ARISING FROM THE ARTICLE "MODERN INFANTRY IN WARGAMES"

(In September Newsletter)

havs vLn°I!id n0t agl"!e m°re that We tend t0 overwight games with heavy weapons anahave been carrying out experiments to try and overcome this

atelY^oTffcJnJ ^aJ/2n\?au ""alC d°Wn" the Senuine establishments pretty accur-
w ha L fV, l0h S1VeS SfiKhtin* «*"»eth per battalion of about 110,main nrnSi Jw modifications can reproduce organisations at a factor of 1/9. (The

S£l!S It th!r!ia that °ne DU6t lower the P°wer of mortars and artillery and
Station! V ^ ^ 8ble t0 inClUde them " th6ir COrrect •pl«oi""n,tSd

folli?.?'" Wh3t the r?SUlt i8' aBriti6h infantry battalion at 1/9 appears as tbfollowing - company officers are supernumerary if one wants them.

H.Q. - 1 officer, 6 rifles.

RS' "S °55icer?' 12 rifles' 1LMG« 1 Piat or bazooka.
Jr.v' " f] °"1Cer »12 rifle5' 1LMG« 1« 2" mortar.0 Coy. - (1 officer), as "A" Coy.
D Coy. - (1 officer) 12 rifles, 1 LMG, 3 SMG.
H.Q. Coy. -1 officer, 3 SMG, 1LMG, 1Piat, 1x 3" mortar, 1x twin LMG for

AA work, 12-18 riflemen for defence only (signals, admin, etc).

Transport allocation for a typical "marching" battalion would be:

W.J.K.Davies.

h. ."I reaJ Hr. Ian Scotts article with mixed feelings. While seeing the loKic of
n ir"' Tinfantry battl6S are be6t f0U8ht at battalion level, from atfcticalpoint of view, I can see little in his article that bears upon the majority of war-

gamers, namely those who fight campaigns. J ' r

shoulfh/H^nir8 °Lthl sma11,coaPany are very valid and Ibelieve that the company
III oattalion^ Afttr »?i FaSL* V'6*** f°rCe' *»* that ifc should be rePla<=ed by *IxLll tilil In**?" 'indlvldual companies could do little in Wellington's day
™f fight another campany, why then should we assume that the average infantry
l?Sl \Z0}! Jv, ^ bStter " *•"• " When faCed b* tanks etc" which Mr. Sc^ttclaims that they can.

i™ thhe 1Sf-W°rld W!r Pr°Ved that infantry. although the largest, were far from being the most important part of the army, a subordinate role to armour. If this had
HnWo!6? S°'-a *ltuatl0n not far Afferent from 19H-18 surely would have resulted?Unless terrain favoured them, as in such situations as Stalingrad, the Bocage,
infant™ Zt!L hV^r'^ carefully prepared positions (Kursk) the «odern
infantry formations had difficulty in holding up one armoured force, let alone several
QlV18lOn6•

•m-il/lX ^° 86%Mr: Sco"s reasoning over support weapons, that they are there to
support the fire of the infantry. In any nunber of books one reads of infantry ad
vances being held up by 'cunningly' placed MG nests or of tanks thudding to a halt
before a line of A/T guns. I have never read of an advance crashing down before a
withering fire of a few infantrymen scattered over several hundred yards of ground.
Seemingly, the best and most effective infantry formations are those which are armed
entirely with rifles and have the minimum of support and A/I' weapons! All I can say
to that is tell it to the Italians who, despite their lamentable image, had just as
many guts as anyone else and were repeatedly smashed by armour, due to a lack of the
very things that Mr. Scott says they did not really need.
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If rifles are so important why, by 19Vj were nearly all Russian units armed with
sub-nachine guns, the Germans were upping their number of sub-machine gunners and
developing a general purpose weapon to supersede the rifle and the sub-machine gun,
and the British and Americans were geing over to light machine guns.

In his attempt to preserve the role of infantry Mr. Scott seems to have hacked
up the facts to preserve his own ideas. If this be so, and he is in so much love
with the infantrynan I suggest he goes back to the days of Napoleon, or Moltke, or
the Boer war but please don't let him romp all over World War II in such a fashion.

I think that I should say something about my own rules which I would be the
first to agree are about 50% off the actual events that they attempt to portray al
though the overall picture does conform to reality. Tanks do advance through infan
try formations, unless they are well dug in or the armour is very weak or the dice
run very badly against the armour. Infantry who fight infantry on an even basis
usually results in stalemate, as it often was (which started the practice of using
S.P. and Assault guns in the German and tanks in the case of the allied army to
support the infantry), another point against Mr. Scott's down-drading of support
weapons, although it is also a negation of true armoured theory.

We are fighting the Russo-German conflict which is a rather difficult war to
fight battalion by battalion so that battles are nearly always fought on a division
al scale or larger. This leads to rather cramped battlefields and high casualties
but does make us keep a wary eye on losses and one of us pulls out before things get
too ridiculous, leaving large numbers of prisoners behind. This is quite realistic
when you think of the number of prisoners taken during the last war.

Formations are based around the battalion (German - 15 infantry, 1 officer, 1
20mm A/T, 1 MG, 1 flamethrower; Russian - 14 infantry, 1 officer, 1 MG, 1 Mortar;
•Others' - 10 infantry, 1 officer, 1 MG) the German A/T and Mortar units are grouped
about the Brigade/regiment (3 battalions) as are the Russian A/T guns. In all cases
field artillery is based on the division and heavy guns are based on the division in
the German army and on the Corps in the Russian.

This adoption leads to the German division having an edge in gun and manpower
(except in mortars) which was close to reality while the 'Others' (Italians, Rumaniais
and Hungarians) are materially weaker. They were in 19*t2 when, on the Don the Ruman
ian front cracked in under a week and the Italian in about two days not as many be
lieve due to cowardice but because of a lack of heavy and even medium support weapons."

D. 3. Clark.

WE MAY NOT MAKE THE.FINEST WAR GAME SOLDIERS IN THE WORLD
BUT A LOT OF OUR CUSTOMERS TELL US THAT WE DO!

JACK SCRUBY'S
MILITARY MINIATURES

2044 South Linwood Ave.

VISALIA, CALIFORNIA 93277 U.S.A.

&=d

Write us today for a special Bulletin we have prepared for British war-
gainers which explains how to purchase our new 1970 catalogue (listing 1500 war game
soldiers) and how to order military miniatures from the United States.

You'll find a whole new world of model soldiers awaiting you at
SCRUBY MINIATURES!
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THE AMERICAN

SCENE

•y

Dan Beattie

mv ffll fljl ? Ct0,feally en,Phasize "Playability" over historical authenticity in
%ifa % ;::.i Si/2? 5y.rrs ?^8i^*fand using ab#ut every ***** «*ty.fnlavsM. „ that the more "complete" and "precise" sets of rules are the least
Playable and the least rewarding, for me, in terms of pleasure, and apparently pro-
o7lu£\LT7^alll •°".,,««thentic» game. Ihave never seen, nor want to* aset
of rules that duplicate a firefight I have been in.

afJrruh?VhJnI' 3S *SeC ±tf agane Bh°Uld take no lonZ°r thaB four aeurs to play- after which it becomes an ordeal. y 3

To this end I have drawn up a set of rules utilising a gridded table of 3-inch
hexagons but Ithink Iam turning toward 3-inch squares right now. Though J 25mm
Napoleonics still interest me, my favourite period is the American Revolution^ which
blends in with my scholarly interests. ' wnion

to ♦«mI! planninf a BtJat?W board of ^e Southern campaigns in that war, which leads
to tabletop combats. The basic unit is a battalion and there is a great deal of man-
%S?SS Hn ?* ^^ ThG British haVC athree-part goal for victory. They must de-
cnunk« «f I- I »ai» Aaoriffn or French field armies; they must tie down large
tner" u tllll ZZ* 3S WelY6 th6ir C°aStal bases t0 build UP loyalist morale; andthey must catch the roving American guerrilla bands. Sounds like Vietnam- Supply
£5£Ji *«e*Z !' r? P±ty theJ^1±8h commander whose entire garrison of Savanna isordered to the West Indies just when a big push is planned.

-•i^n^e1fh°Uld rfmember that the style of tactics is very similar to Napoleonics, but
without large numbers of cavalry. However there are Indians, frontiersmen, and vari
ous grades of militia. The uniforms are colourful and the research material abundant.

anH ^!vthaf1i8 my,idea.°f a *ood set "P -a complicated campaign, simple battle rules
and very well-painted miniatures.

00O00

LOOKING AROUND - Continued from Page 25.

dealing with the B.M.S.S. prize-winning diorama; a novices guide to model figure
collecting; plus reviews, features and a host of adverts of interest and value to
model soldier collectors.

Sgjjp3MAGAZIins - September 1970. Contains the first of a series of short articles
on The Headdress of the British Army - the Waterloo Shako; a review of the figures of
a well known model soldier manufacturer plus reviews of military books, records and
letters etc.

TANKETTE - August/September 1970. The Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle Associa
tion Magazine. As always packed with interesting illustrated information on tanks
and other armoured vehicles and includes articles on The First Commonwealth Division
in Korea; German Uniforms World War I and details of scratch-built tanks and armour
ed vehicles.

TRADITION - Number ^6. Contains illustrated articles on The Dutch-Belgian Army at
Waterloo; German Colonial Troops in East Africa 1889-191**; The Handgun and Harquebuss;
Napoleon's Italian Army; Part IV of The Imperial Roman Legions; The Egypt Medal; and
the continuation of The Gurkhas; plus details of new books etc. And last but not
least six full page coloured uniform plates, each one worthy of framing.

THE VEDETTE - August 1970. The Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors
of America. Contains articles on Balaclava with a pleasant reproduction of an en
graving and a Scots Grey uniform print plus the usual reviews of figures and other
items.
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Photo-War

Magazine

R. M. JAY,

Editor

38 PEBBLE HILL CARAVAN PARK.

RADLEY.

Nr. ABINGDON.

BERKS.

*AFRIKA*

3s.6d. plus 6d. postage per copy. 2*ts. -d. per six issue subscription,

©
Americans, buy direct from HUGH R. MUIR,
kZZI, SAN JOAQUIN, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA,
89102, U.S.A. Dollar single copy, six
dollars per six issue subscription. SK

AUSTRALIANS, write direct to TECHNICAL BOOK AND MAGAZINE Com. Pty. Ltd.,
189-199 SWONSTON STREET, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 3000.

Plus get your subscription in now, the magazine price will be going up
soon, due to printers cost, etc. Also in the New Year the postal rates
are going up, so get your subscription in now!

Europeans, the magazine is 30s. -d. per six issues.

ORDER YOUR SUBSCRIPTION, mention 'Wargamer's Newsletter', and get a free
re-print of the 1870 Franco-Prussian War.

BUQLB AND QUIDON

30mm DIORAMA QUALITY FIGURES
NEW AND USED BOOKS

COLOR PRINTS AND PEN & INK DRAWINGS
HISTOREX FIGURES-FOOT $1.50 MOUNTED $3.40

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG ON REQUEST

ih>-
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MUST
LIST
WHAT NOT TO MISS

Airfix have put out a kit of 86 parts that makes a fine detailed model of the
Leopard Tank, the first all-German armoured vehicle produced since 19^5. At 4s 3d
«J1?/«emS ,t0 ^ a V6ry Pleasin8 kit for modernists. The same firm have a good range
of 1/32 scale figures and a few vehicles (Abbot Tank, Bedford Lorry and Field Gun),
ine infantry are modern and consist of German, U.S., Russian and Commandos.

*ella)ttwiSrSf*£*!! t?GSH fi?Ure8' Stan Colfey (that master-converter from Tunbrioge
all «l„ I • ? ?• Septe"ber lssue y°u sP°ke of the Airfix 5^mm figures, these are
and rSL^J ? i1SUrSS fr°m th6ir 6StB' 3l1 °f *0rld War ri- If y°u wa*t Anciente
uo to Th1Q 5hi| "" y°U Can USG the Timp° fi*ureB at 6d' each (may have goneThev also* do 52 T"8 *"* Mediaeval knights. Also Indians make fine barbadians.IyFLS. cowboys, Mexicans and American Civil War figures, plus an American Civil
.in JP° 8U?nand variou* wagons. These would make a fine American Civil War set
ronn-! a reasonable P^ce. Ihave thought of using them in the garden but never got
stand un „ t„^fSh y T°u1Dg ,the b36eS and fittin« a lonE thin nail so that theydone!" WXth0Ut ba8es whlch would make them look most realistic if it ever gets

«W«!!ii£!a *!! th?lr Kilitary Chicle Prints Series 23 have done a fine booklet with
photographs and illustrations covering the Federal .erman Bundeswehr main battle tank
tott ;:JJS &f ^li Vehicies- Xt sells at •,.. -d. plus postage and is anothermost useful item for the man fighting modern wargames.

1*+ nnUGJ6 and Guidon ?ho a<*vertise in this magazine have sent me an illustrated leaf-
Custer Line w^^th^ *hey "" in the ProceS6 of "molding the present figures in the
„»»i\*f Si. aim °f lraProvinS Production techniques and maintaining casting
!^ 'r f arC V6ry flnS 30mm fiSu"s and provide, in small numbers, an interesting sideline if one is looking for an out-of-the-ordinary type of wargame.

Photo-War Magazine who also are advertising in this issue of the Newsletter tell
me they have a series of contemporary engravings of the Franco-Prussian War, repro
duced m offset ]itho and being sold individually and as a set. I have seen one of
these and they are very fine, crowded battle prints with a certain dark dignity in
their grey olack and white finish. They would make a fine decoration when framed for
awargames room. They cost 10s. each including postage and there are 10 to the set.

From Arnold J. Hendrick of 10 Cole Road, Wayland, Mass.01778, U.S.A., I have re
ceived a very comprehensive letter and leaflet about a new game of World War II naval
tactics "SURFACE WARSHIP 1939-W'. Lacking space here to\rite up this game (which
l have not seen) I will endeavour to give it space elsewhere so that its many attrac
tive points may be read by wargamers and evaluated.

Forthcoming items - Almark Publishing Company have listed with a November publi
cation date "FuENCH NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERY" by Michael Head - a large 18,000 word book
describing French First Empire artillery with numerous scale drawings of guns and
equipment plus colour drawings of uniforms and badges. I understand it is to sell at
^Os. -d. in paperback, 28s. -d. in hardback.

From Casterman of Belgium, publishers of those inimitable books by L. and F.
Funcken - yet another book is on its way "L'UNIFORME ET LES ARMEo DES SOLDATS DE LA
GUERRE 1914-1918" Volume 1 seems to cover infantry and aviation. This one, like all
the others will be worth looking out for.

ooOoo---

RULES - •LTERNAI'IVS TO A STANDARD SET by Richard Shap;rin (Contd. from Pap;e 10).

able, and for the sake of argument I'll accept that you are reasonable, but we both
know that fellow over there is crackers) who compete primarily for companionship and
the fun of play, rules are not only not necessary but even a positive hindrance to a
good game.

Comments, criticism, and opponents welcomed by Richard A. Shagrin, 228-58-7322,
HHD, 123d Signal Battalion, 3d Infantry Drivision, APO 09036 New York, New York, U.S.A.
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"I am just writing to thank you for your extremely kind' write-up in your News
letter on my Western Gunfight Rules. I really am grateful. It is no exaggeration to
say that I have had a flood of orders - so much so that I have nearly exhausted my
initial printing and am seriously thinking of bringing out a second edition covering
shotguns, Indians, mountain men as well as the rules for the classic gunfighters,
already covered. In short I hope our rules will cover 5'♦■a close quarters fighting
from the American Revolution right up to around 1900. I hope that the second edition
will be ready next Spring.

The only drawback to having all these orders was that few, if any, enclosed the
shilling postage with their order - to make 5s. -d. in all. A minor moan - really I
am very pleased with the whole project.

One thing your readers might be able to help me with. "Sawed-off" shotguns.
The Wells Fargo guards cut their shotguns down to around 20" for the barrel - some
times shorter still. Now - can anyone tell me what was the maximum effective range
with such an arm? V/hat was the spread of shot and the effect on human target(s) at
close-medium-and-long range. Simple questions. But the answers are damned hard to
find."

Steve Curtis, 10 Hurle Crescent, Clifton, Bristol,

___oo0oo— BS8 2TA«
"I have just completed reading your book "War Game Campaigns". I found it a

very rich source-book and most enjoyable in itself, the writing having a casual, in
timate yet very factual and detailed quality of style.

My main interest is in simulation games in general, of which wargames are a well-
developed part. By studying the many simulations which have been created in the name
of childrens games, it has been possible to draw some general principles of what
makes these games enjoyable; and on the basis of these principles, the wargames you
have described must be completely engrossing to the players.

I am sure you are aware how widely simulation is used in modern times and at the
moment, we are engaged on simulating diagnostic situations, practice-management situ
ations and treatment planning in the sphere of dentistry. A strange game indeed!
But these 'games' have had a markedly beneficial effect on the players skills in real
life, and we are hoping to try some experiments with dental students to assess the
degree of transfer of skills which these games impart.

It had occurred to us (the group of dentists involved) that it would be very
stimulating to visit a Wargame Club on one of their evenings to see how these games
are carried out and having read your book, I think that it would be essential and a
very enjoyable experience.

I would be grateful if you could send me the names and addresses of secretaries
of the Clubs in the Inner London Area so that, if possible, a visit to the Ciubls)
nugin; be arranged. If there is any other information which you think might be useful
or of interest to us, we would be very grateful for it. And perhaps one day, we
could persuade you to play one of our dental simulations! It doesn't hurt,."

S.R.Simmons (Dental Surgeon of London).

---ooOoo™-

"I am a Venture Scout Leader, Venture Scouts being the 16 to 20 year old members
of the Scout Association, and I mentioned the subject of wargames to my lads. Of the
dozen or so Venture Scouts in the Unit three were definitely keen on investigating
the possibility and three or four said they would come along with the others. Tb.«
remaining 50% of the Unit, though not immediately enraptured with the idea, will, I
feel, take an interest. Would it, therefore, be possible for you to give me a con
tact on the subject within this area? Although I live in Epping the Venture Scout
Unit is based in Loughton.

L.J.Sutcliffe, Venture Scout Leader, 11th Epping Fsrest
Venture Unit.
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"I have never played a wargame in my life, but as a devoted 20mm collector and
diorama fan I find your monthly Newsletter fascinating, so I have very much pleasure
in renewing subscription for another year."

Richard Slater (of Stoke-on-Trent).

00O00

"At this year's Convention, I hope to have sufficient time for the Clubs repre
sented to get together for a short while, and discuss future Conventions. I remember
reading a letter about this, some time ago in your Newsletter, regarding the too
great an emphasis on the actual table-rounds, and arguing over the various rules etc.
Some of us felt at Worthing that it was about time, in view of the large numbers of
Clubs willing to enter, that some points should be thrashed out. Dundee, Bristol,
Glasgow, and some other ClubB felt that there should be some form of league, with the
inter-club matches taking place all year round, and only the semi- and finals to be
played at the Convention. This would enable more time to be spent in meeting other
enthusiasts, exchanging ideas, watching new demonstration battles, and seeing the
various trade stands and exhibits.

We also dislike the symmetrical type of battlefields which have been used to
date, as we feel that this does not help find the BEST wargamer, but the one who can
bend the rules to suit himself. Incidentally, this also brings in the point about
Umpires and Rules, tie feel that, although something might not be covered in the
rules, the Umpire should be permitted to interpret the situation in the light of
whether this was actual practice at that time or not. Thus, if a situation arose
whereby, for example, one side wished to fire shell into a wood in the A.C.W., with
out knowing that the enemy was there, the Umpire would be permitted to say that al
though this situation was not specifically covered in the rules, it did happen in
actual practice, and so would be permitted on the table. This means, of course, that
one must have Umpires who are very conversant with the period they are umpiring,
which again creates a great deal of difficulties. However, we are trying an experi
ment for this Convention. In addition to the Table Umpires, the compiler of the var
ious rules being used, Phil Barker for Ancients and Medieval, Charles Dick for Modern,
myself for A.C.W.., Dave Millward for E.C.W. and Peter Goldesborough (on behalf of
Merv Gibbs) for Napoleonic, will be in attendance as Referees. Each player will be
permitted to appeal, over the head of the Table Umpire, to the respective Referee on
not more than four occasions, but in all decisions, the Referee has the final say.
This means that there is a form of "Higher Appeal", and, by limiting the number of
occasions a player is able to appeal, ensures that time is not wasted on irrelevant
details.

Turning back to the symmetrical battle lay-out, the .V.W.II sec ion has come up
with the answer for their section, at least. This is a normal type of layout, and
written orders for the opposing players. Each side has a choice of four plans, all
of which are in sealed envelopes, and are only opened when both players are ready to
start. Each plan has different forces and objectives, and thus there are eight poss
ible combinations. We feel that this should produce, as a winner, a good general,
rather than a good "rule reader."

The final point is my own personal one. I wished for a Convention to be held in
Scotland, as this gave us a chance to publicise wargaming up here. However, although
agreeing in principle with the idea of the winner being host for next year, this does
produce snags. I, for one, do not wish any future Conventions to be held in Scotland,
unless the rail-fares drop considerably, as the amount of time and money involved in
travelling up here means that only a very few of the Clubs actually enter. Much as I
loath to say so, I am beginning to feel that, unless the Club concerned is reasonably
close to a large communication centre, it would be uneconomical for the Club to hold
any future Convention."

John Robertson (of Dundee).

00O00

"While I am writing to you I must mention a thought that occurred to me on read
ing Mr.Scotts article on cavalry in the May edition. In my battles if my cavalry is
fired on by artillery or infantry while charging and more than two casualties are
caused, then their next move is cut by one third because they are hampered by the
slaughter of their comrades e.g. Waterloo or Agincourt. Since I fight solo no one
has complained about this one yet."

J.ii.Bates (of Nettlebed, Oxon).
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WARGAMING FROM AN ACTIVE SERVICE VIEWPOINT

by

Sgt. John P. Greer 086 kO 8855
^93rd M.I.P., 3rd Bde 9th Infantry Div., APO SF 96371

In your Editorial of the May 1970 issue, you stated that anything taking place
on a table-top only remotely resembles that which takes place on the battlefield.
Having now experienced the latter, I can whole-heartedly agree with you on that point.
As a Reconnaissance Sergeant I can now relate to modern period situations the tense
"cat and mouse" type of feeling that is inherent to every battle situation. I believe
the focal point in differences between the game and reality lies on the individual
soldier and his reactions to a situation. Sometimes seeing a close friend hit, being
denied air support, encountering extremely thick mud, or a multitude of occurrences
can actually be the determining factor in the accomplishment of a mission sr the
eventual success of that mission. Morale of a unit can deteriorate at the "drop of
a hat" - on the other hand, the sighting of a Cobra Gunship in the air can boost
morale to the point of fanaticism.

In the rules I have, for any period morale was something that was so sketchy that
it just didn't seem right. For instance, by having "set standards" for a unit to
break and then as soon as those standards are met EVERY MAN IN THE UNIT now takes on
a rout. I realise that when formulating rules for a game or period, an essential
element is that of simplicity - and since few wargamers take on a 1:1 ratio you are
dealing with more than the individual. History can supply numerous examples a6 to
certain regiments being decimated but still accomplishing its mission and others of
breaking at first engagement.

It is for this reason, this indefinable element of morale and psychology that on
a table-top we are not re-enacting war but participating in an exercise of ballistics
and tactics, solely. And because it is a game, the other effects such as terrain,
personalities, and uniforms are added to gain an aesthetic appeal.

Because these "exercises" are such, an attempt to portray, on a table-top the
reality of war is simply impossible.

Wargaming is a hobby - a form of pleasure where one can drift back for a while,
into a period o: time and truely enact the part he has chosen. It is a mental exer
cise in which you can outwit or second-guess your opponent. It is something that
your own handiwork has created, a diversion into which has gone a great deal of re
search and long hours with this as a result.

True - wargaming is a form of escapism - but today who doesn't have a "safety
valve"? Taken in the manner of all serious wargamers, its no more a "threat to Peace",
"a corruption of the mind" than reading a good novel. For wargaming is no more than
an extension of an historical novel, with all the scenes, the characters and atmos
phere in a 3-dimensional presentation.

00O00—-

From APEX CRAFT All Model Supplies
2231 CHURCH GATE, LEICESTER. Telephone: Leicester 59187

WARGAHERS " "

A new publication for you by H.J.Halsall. RULES FOR NAPOLEONIC WARGAMES.
7s.6d. plus 1s. -d. postage and packing.

OTHERS TO FOLLOW: AMERICAN CIVIL WAR - Mid-November 1970.
CRIMEAN WAR - FRANCO/PRUSSIAN WAR - Early 1970.

FULL RANGE Aircraft. A.F.V., etc. Profiles stocked.
Riko and Almark Decals.

Publications by Bellona, Almark, Aircam, Armsand Armour, Blandford, Etc.

20ram and 5^mm Figures by Kirk and Douglas.

Historex and Merite ran<-e of 5^mm figures.

List6 1s. -d. P. & P.
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BOOKS
REVIEWED

HISTORY OF THE BRITISH ARMY edited by Peter Young and J.P.Lawford. (11" x 9":
304 pages, 16 pages of coloured prints and approximately 200 black and white photo
graphs and maps. Arthur Barker, London. 63s.)

Books get more expensive every day ana 63s. seems a let of money but this i. th»
best value book I have seen for many a long day. Consisting of a series of authori
tative and informative articles on the British Army, it lists amongst its contribu
tors such well known names as Philip Warner, David Chandler, Brigadier Peter Young,
Sir Reginald Savory, Lieutenant-Colonel J.P.Lawford, Antony Brett-James, William Y.
Carman, Brian Bond, John M. Selby, Brigadier Anthony H.Farrar-Hockley, John D. P.
Keegan, Brigadier John H.S.Lacey, Sir Basil Liddell Hart, and Major-General Hubert
Essame. Its prints and photographs are very fine, many of them familiar whilst
others are new and more than illustrate the articles they accompany. To get the
whole of the British Army in a book of this length requires economy of words but not
one of its chapters skimps the subject or fails to be both interesting and informa
tive. With Christmas coming I cannot recommend this book too highly - had it not
been sent to me for review I can think of little that would have given me greater
pleasure to receive as a present from my doting wife and family!

BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-1914 by A.H.Bowling. (8-J" x 6": 48 pages, 114
colour drawings plus many black and white drawings and photographs. Almark Publish
ing Company. Hardback edition 25s. paper cover 17s.6d.)

This is a really excellent little book and if it were possible to estimate in
formation by the shillings-worth then this would easily top the league. Armed solely
with this ridiculously cheap little book, the wargamer can paint up his British
armies from 1660 to 1914 with the knowledge that every facet of uniform, arms and
equipment is accurately covered. It is an ideal companion volume to Almark's recent
ly published SCOTTISH REGIMENTS.

GdHMAN ARTILLERY 1914-1918 by David Nash. (8£" x 6": 48 pages, 8 pages of
colour and dozens of photographs and drawings. Almark Publications. 17s.6d. paper
cover, 25s. hard cover).

There is no excuse whatsoever for wargamers in the neglected World War I period
to be at a loss for information concerning the artillery of the German Army. There
is an almost incongruous disparity in the weapons and their equipment compared to
their counterparts of World War II and today - when one considers that many men are
still alive who took an active part in World War I. Not only is this book invaluable
to the wargamer but it also is a bible to the model maker who is interested in amass
ing a collection of scratch-built guns. Strongly recommended.

MILIT,u:Y TRANSPORT OF WORLD WAR I by C.Ellis and D.Bishop. (7£" x 5^": 185
pages, 170 coloured plates and line drawings. Blandford Press. 25s.)

Armed with this and the preceding volume plus a few other carefully selected
books, the wargamer will achieve his dreams of accuracy and realism so far as World
War I is concerned. This very nicely produced, highly informative and most attractive
book covers, in picturesand words, the trucks, tractors, cars and gun-carriers of the
world since the time of the Crimean War. It is enlightening to see just how mechan
ised were the armies of the past when most of us fondly imagine that they had nothing
but horse-drawn transport. Did you know that highly powerful traction engines were
in common use in the Franco-Prussian War and indeed from the time of the Crimean War?
Have you got any anti-aircraft guns on lorries or motor-cycle machine-gunners ambling
around your wargames table? If you have not, then buy this book and get cracking. I
wish Chris Ellis would tell me how he manages to do without sleep so that he can
churn out so many of these highly authoritive and painstaking books.

HOW TO GO ADVANCED PLASTIC MODELLING edited by Chris Ellis. (8-J" x 5£": 2k pages
of half-tone illustrations, over 50 line drawings. Patrick Stephens. 40s.)

Another gem from the fingers of that writer's cramp-proof bloke, Chris Ellis.
This is of course a companion volume to his earlier book "How To Go Plastic Modelling"
(now in its second successful edition). In this issue, Chris goes far more deeply inr
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to the assembly, construction and conversion of many types of plastic models and has
•guest chapters' by a number of men well known in th« field of modelling and similar
handwork. So far as wargamers are concerned, this book includes valuable chapters
on Tank Conversions, modelling soldiers in both large and small scales, conversions
of soldiers, aircraft and tank models built from scratch, modern warships, terrain
modelling, etc. I can offer no greater praise than to say how I wish I had written
this one!

BATTLE TANKS - FRENCH ARMOURED FIGHTING VEHICLES No.1 by P.Touzin and C.Gurtner.
(9.. x 7": 30 pages; 26 pages of photographs. Bellona Publications. I2s.6d. postage
and packing 1s. -d.)

In French and in English, this highly valuable booklet gives descriptions ana
photographs of French battle tanks from 1917 until the present day. It is packed
with information about these vehicles, sufficient to make the mouth water of any
AFV model maker and collector. For the wargamer it opens up new vistas of some most
unusual and interesting vehicles which, regretfully at the moment at least, will have
to be scratch-built before they can take their part on the wargames table along with
the appropriate Airfix figures. Yet another of the excellent books put out by
Bellona who are doing so much to aid the striking advance of our hobby.

ooOoo

The film "WATERLOO" will be able to be seen in London from mid-October onwards
and it promises to be of real interest to wargamers. In connection with the film,
two paperbacks have been published by Pan Books and both are recommended for the war
gamer. The first "The Field of Waterloo" by Paul Davies is a profusely illustrated
booklet describing the events that led up to the battle. It contains 27 coloured
plates, many of which are excellent uniform plates of the s_oldiers of the period, to
gether with maps of the Battle of Quatre Bras, the Waterloo campaign of 1815, and the
morning and evening dispositions of the battle itself. The text that goes with the
illustrations is very good and many of the coloured plates are rather like photo
graphs of the battle because they are stills from the film. This is strongly recom
mended.

The second book is the story of the film and may not be accepted quite so easily
by critical military historians. Nevertheless it is a reasonable buy and at the
price of only a few shillings should be on the shelves of all Napoleonic wargamers.

A. A. JOHNSTON • Uihu^ d&JL &£>•**
PITNEY :: LANGPORT :: SOMERSET :: ENGLAND

- we are still offering the widest range of New, Imported and s/hand
Military books, immediate delivery in most cases, letters answered,
and Lists sent out regularly. Like the 'Newsletter' we make no false
claims, we let our length of service and following speak for itself.
THE MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL Peter J.Blum. Illustrd. 40pps. p.free 3°/°a'
How To Go COLLECTING MODEL SOLDIERS Henry Harris. Illstd. " 3o/8d
BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-1914 A;H.Bowling. Prof, illustd.

including colour " 26/-
HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES 15 March 1945. New facsimile
reprint of the rare U.S.War Dept. Manual.7"x10" hundreds of illus
trations inc. pages of colour p.frsel39/6d.
HANDBOOK'" ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES 1945» New reprint and compan
ion to previous item. p.free 139/6d
THE FIELD OF WATERLOO Paul Davies. Prof.illustd. in colour, p.f. 6/-
How to Play WAR GAMES IN MINIATURE J.Morschauser. Illustd. p.free 43/6d
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of l8l3-l4 and Waterloo
R.K.Riehn. Illustd. Uniform colour guide. p.free 27/6d
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 R.K.Riehn. Uniform
colour guide, companion to previous item. p.free 14/Od

THESE AND MANY MORE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK INCLUDING ALL THE EXCELLENT

TITLES BY DON FEATHERSTONE. WRITE FOR LISTS, OFFERS, PART EXCHANGE



AROUND THE CLUBS

The Birmingham Wargames Club, recont winners of the National Wargames Club
Championship are one of the few Clubs with a female secretary. To make certain of
keeping her in the post, Dave Millward (Individual Champion at Dundee) has married
the girl and now the Club Secretary of the Birmingham Wargames Club is Mrs. D.
Killvard of 12 Godrich House, "ighfield Uoad, Koseley, Birmingham, B13 9IIR. The Club
now hold their Meetings on every second Tuesday of the month at the Ladywood Community
Centre - new members and visitors are welcome.

John R. Clements of Flat 3, 119 Carlton Road, Whalley Range, Manchester 16, has
been in contact with several people in the Manchester area with the idea of forming
a .vargaming Society - they hope to have an inaugural meeting shortly (if it has not
already taken place). Would anybody in the South Lanes/North Cheshire area contact
Mr. Clements if they are interested in taking part in this groups activities.

As always, the GRENADIER - Bulletin of the Cheltenham Wargames Club arrives
here in the first week of the month. It is consistently interesting and never fails
to impress with its enthusiasm and listing of the Clubs innumerable activities.
Chris Gregg, with Chris Beaumont, have always been the driving force behind this
Club and in a letter accompany Grenadier No.58 Mr. Gregg tells me that their member-
snip has remained pretty constant and that their wargaming is thriving. However,
people com- and go an* this month they have lost some of their best members to
-niver.5ities and jobs and it remains to be seen how they get on. Personally, I have
no doubt whatsoever that they w.11 get on very well.

.<.u...eilson is the .Secretary of the Newcastle .Vargames Group (address County
Hall, ..ewcastle-upon-Tyne, NE1 1Hvj). This Group, recently formed, meets at the
Bridge dotel, Newcastle, at least one Saturday each month, catering for wargamers in
the area who have not got a lot of spare time or who wish to make contact with other
wargaraers rather than be organised to fight a set battle at a set time. A subsidary
group has also beer, formed as a Wargames Section dealing with campaigns, rules and

greea with the objt..
of gaining as much money as possible! They publish a Broadsheet which gives a battle
report in addition to an informative editorial and an article on rules etc.

The Oxford, Bucks and Berks Branch of the Britism Model Soldier Society publish
a well produced monthly magazine "THE GA_Ei'TE". The September edition contains
articles on The Artillery of Wellington and Napoleon; The Medes and Persians;
Spartacus and his War with the Romans (this includes details of Airfix conversions,
etc); „n Introduction to Early Firearms plus numerous informative paragraphs on Clur
activities etc. I note that there is a wargaming section who report an Ancient
battle, a Naval engagement and a Modern battle. I also note with all the envy of the
Secretary of a similar Club, that this group have an ACTIVE section of 35 wives and
lady friend who really do take part in meetings and generally pull their weight be
sides looking decorative. This is obviously a very active group, although, from our
point of view, it is more a model soldier collecting society than a wargames club.
Nevertheless, as we are endeavouring to do in the dessex Military Society, such a
broader view of our hobby is to be desired when we form our clubs. A pure and simple
Wargames Club tends to become indrawn upon itself, split into groups relating to the
historical period that interests its members, and even to be beset with the myriad of
arguments anci controversies that seem inseparable from wargaming. A military society
or more generalised type of club has its ranks open to the man, often more mature,
who does not necessarily wish to become embroiled in battling with model soldiers on
a table-top battlefield, but finds fascination in the colour, tradition and background
of military and warlike pursuits. At the same time, the wargamer finds that he learns
from these facets of the hobby over and above actual wargaming if only because no one
can satisfactory fight battles with model soldiers without having an interest and
knowledge of the period in which they are fighting. This is one of the saving graces
of our hobby (if it needs them) because the perhaps parochial aspects of collecting,
painting, converting, organising into armies is given a broader range of interest and
attraction through this extra knowledge. I think it is reasonable to say that I have
gained just as much pleasure from reading hosts of military books in order to know
more about the armies I collect, their weapons, tactics, and methods of fighting than
in the actual wargaming itself.

Man is a gregarious animal and will find considerable pleasure and a great
broadening of vision in carrying on his wargaming with the company and encouragement
*f others of similar interests.
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LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - October 1970. Contains Part 4 of the illustrated article Wehrmacht
Markings 1939-45; 1/32 scale conversion of a Ford ambulance 1915; Part 5 of the Seven
Week War "Artillery and Supporting Arms"; some interesting ideas from Bob O'Brien for
converting the Airfix Roman Fort; a scratch-built Staghound Armoured Car; another
illustrated article by Roy Dilley on Conversions in 54mm scale plus details of the
latest books, kits and other items.

ALBION - Number 21 September 1970. This is a journal of postal Diplomacy and board
wargaming edited and published by Don Turnuull of 6 St. George's Avenue, Timperley,
Cheshire, England. It is a lively, sometimes archly-humorous magazine of about 40
pages which will no doubt be of the greatest interest if you are a Diplomacy fan or
a board wargamer. As I am neither, I no doubt do it an injustice because much of it
goes over my head.

AMERICAN HISTORY ILLUSTRATED - July and August 1970. The first issue contains some
most interesting items including an illustrated article on the Battle for Long Island
during the American Revolution and another well illustrated piece that will delight
Steve Curtis on The Western Gunman. The August issue has a very pleasant article on
the Battle of Monterrey in the Mexican War of 1846 (an almost completely neglected
sphere of activity for wargamers). It also contains a further instalment of James
Smith, a white man who lived as an Indian in the heyday of the great Iroquois nation.

AVALON HILL GENERAL - September-October 1970. As I say every other month - this is
essential reading for the man who fights board wargames. As this appears to be the
majority wargaming interest in America and has its devotees in Great Britain, then its
articles will no doubt be of the greatest value and interest to them.

BATTLSFLEET - Journal of the Naval Wargames Society U.K. - Volume 4. Contains a naval
battle report and other items dealing with models etc.

CIVIL WAR TIMES..ILLUSTRATED - July and August 1970. The first issue contains a well
illustrated article on the Battle at Chickasaw Bluffs while its remaining articles
seem to have more of a social or civilian aspect than that of war. The August issue
is a "Special" devoted to the Siege of Petersburg.

THE COURIER - Number 5 and 6. This is the Bulletin of the New England Wargamers
Association and is full of interesting wargaming articles albeit with an American
slant. Some of them have already appeared in publications of Jack Scruby's which is
a bit disconcerting if you have been taking wargaming magazines over the years. These
issues contain amongst other items battle reports, Colonial Wargames Rules, Combat
Conditions 1690-1790, Fred Vietmeyer on the Prussian Grenadier, Wargames by Mail,
plus letters and reviews.

THE GAMESLETTER - An American publication which is a sort of a large "Looking Around"
in that it lists the contents of other wargaming magazines. Like most American
papers, concentrates largely on board wargames.

THE GAMESHAN - Another American publication concentrating largely on Diplomacy, board
wargames and various types of chess. Like the General, this gives me an inferiority
complex because I cannot understand very much of it!

THE GUIDON - Magazine of the Miniature Figure Collectors of America - Volume 28. Con
tains articles on Uniforms of Troops in French India in the 18th century; Prussian
cavalry of the 18th century; The Kulmbach Model Soldier Fair plus details of new
figures, magazines and other items of collectors interest.

THE INTERNATIONAL WARGAMER - July 1970. Yet another of the American board game-
slanted magazines that seem to proliferate like rabbits these days. This one also
contains Part 8 of Rules for Ancient Miniatures by Gary Gygax.

MODEL BOATS - October 1970. Has an article with plans of H.M.S. Repulse.

SCALE MODELS - October 1970. Of interest to model soldier collectors are the articles

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

resrettiYtllt"^^ °»',"«d«»?"</«»«»*« '<" «.pl. copieu „d back »u.bers, it is

-—00O00—-

day of each month.

00O00

,'fa^he^.;;eWSletterS C3n be P"**—* monthly by sending 3s. -d.

00O00

on the first

KmUr for Model Soldier Collectors" is still available at half price to
author „:;}brj "^S*6d- {U) includinS W&> *** Packing. Ifauthor-signed and personally inscribed new copies of "All For aShilling aDay!" at
l*s. -d. (#1.50) including postage and packing. (Originally 30s. new).

ooOoo

NewsleUersiare6c^.ot?UeS^d t0 ^V*^ 6V6ry C3re ie taken to ensu" that their•ewsletters are correctly addressed and safely despatched. That beinr the case it
- usSI bv dedLtePlaCeBent ;«•• f°r th°Se th3t d° DOt arri- -«t J c ^d orusually by deducting one month from the subscription period.

ooOoo

TPRo^T^ AVai°n I11] gameB' al8° ^ c°Pies of '"rh« Avalon Hill General",r.P.Rogers, 50 Lancaster Road, St. Eval, Wadebridge, Cornwall. ^enerax .
ooOoo

Good Avalon-Hill player required in Cambrit
dish Avenue, Cambridge, Telephone 46005.

ooOoo

WANTED: To exchange Avalon Hill "Jutland" for "Blitzkrieg" or "1914" - Goad

££££. £B.-5£oV£ra°f"di' Istitut° I"piMti «"°lLri' pI""°
ooOoo

NAVAL WARGAMES SOCIETY'S RULES

World War Two

Napoleonic

5e. Contact Nicholas Pole, 6 Caven-

10s. -d. (#1.50 „ „ )
5s. -d. (#1.00 By personal Chequej

Society Members - 20% Discount.

W.McKenzie, 16 Hugo Road, London^ N19 5EU.

ooOoo

Last month a notice was enclosed with this magazine to the effect that a number
of people who had sent cash for copies of the reprinted book "LITTLE WARS" (Arms and
Armour Press), would be required to send a further 4s. -d. (50 cents) as the publish
ers had been forced to increase the price since the initial notice of its publication
On receipt of the additional cash copies of this book will be sent out to those order
ing.

00O00

Although this notice has nothing whatsoever to do with wargaming it is inserted
at the urgent request of my nine year old son. If any readers have any of the World
Cup coins issued by petrol stations surplus to their requirements or for swoppinr mv
son's life would be made complete! ,y Bl J



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

Books by Donald FeatherStone Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES"—Battles with model soldiers. 22s. 6d. ($3.50)

"NAVAL WARGAMES"—Sea Battleswith model ships. 31s.6d. ($4.75)

"AIR WARGAMES"—Battles with model aircraft. 31s.6d. ($4.75)

"ADVANCED WARGAMES"—This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces
a host of new ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. 45s. Od. ($5.25)

WAR GAME CAMPAIGNS
This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is
seeking larger scale campaigns, butit is not too advanced 37/64. (#4.75) •
for the relative beginner.

"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS". An essential
reference book giving details of the world's figure-
makers, museums, prints, books, records, dioramas, etc,
etc. Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter sub
scribers l6s.6d. (#2.00).

"THE BOWMEN OF ENGLAND"—The story of the English archer and his
longbow. 3Is. 6d. ($4.75)

"ATTHEM WITH THE BAYONET!"—The 1st SUch War 1845-6. 31s. 6d. ($4.75)

"ALL FOR A SHILLING A DAY"—The story of the 16th Lancers in thetSikh
War 1845-6. Nearly out 0f print! A few signed by the

author left at 12s.-d. (#1.50).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" a new and completely
different book that introduces the hobby and then ex
pands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer
will find interest and value in its pages. Well
illustrated with drawings and photographs. (Published
by David and Charles 10th October 1970). 57s.6d. (#7).
"MILITARY MODELLING" is a book packed with instructions
for moulding and casting model soldiers; on making
military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets.
There is an extensive section dealing with the conversion
of Airfix and Historex plastic figures. (Published in
October 1970 bv Kave and Ward).
I "«lo Ware Lillle w"rs firsl aPPearcd in 1913 and this is a facsimile repro-
Lltlie wars ^ duclJon of ,he f|rst cdition. (n this book H. G. Wells brought his

considerable imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but
, r effective rules to rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting

<d\ G*n\" down toy soldiers with toy cannon
(#^•50)- Linle Wars is the foundation stone of the present hobby of

playing wargames. It is also a book of great charm.

Old British Model Soldiers, 1893-1918 l. w. Richards
An Illustrated Reference Guide for Collectors j5is.6d. (#4).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1 Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2 Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3 Rules for I750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operations In
America) by Tony Bath.

4 Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5 Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6 Rules for late I9th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives)
by Donald Featherstone.

7 Rules for I9I7 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.

8 Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

3s. 6d. each (50c.) or the set of 8 for I guinea ($3.00) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN"—10s. 6d. ($1.50). "Illustrated booklet describing
how to construct realistic battlefields.



Build your own army from Airfix models

Getevery
detail right

with Airfix

It's the little things-like the opening hatches and elevatingmachine
gun on this Centurion tank-that reallymakes the model! And
that's whyAirtix Construction Kits are so fantastically popular.

Everymodel is accurate to the smallest detail-a perfect
replicaot the real thing! Thereare nineteenseries eachmade

to a constant scale. Over 300 kits to choose from at prices
trom2/9 to 21/6. Fromallgoodhobbyshopsand F.W. woolworth.

Ask for the catalogue.

BilUn lill: Vr»« »ii I till Ci'.lM iM'Gwitunk Its Wl: 88*n Gun RiMjCinliu

AIRFIX
The world's

biggest range of
construction kits

WATCH OUTFOR THE NEWADDITIONS

...jiiii'lrom both
World Wars, mode
lets and airliners.

SHIPSI , ,
W rshipsfrom World
Wars I and II.'swell
as modern lln
and historical
ships.

FIGURES!
34dillerents-tsof
00JH0 scale figures
Ideal lor Wargamera

STOP PRESS
the JumboJet takes olf
Here it Is, the giant
ne* Boeing 747.
designed to
carry more
passengers than
any previous airline-1
The suoethAirlK model
complete with multi-wheel
undercarriage is 19'iongl
Price 19/-.

JUST LIKE THE REAL THING

!*H


